Zearn Math outside of school

Zearn Math is a top-rated program with a 30-minute digital lesson for every objective of K-5 math.

Logging In

Below is your student’s information. Make sure they log in using this information so I can see their progress and where they need help! Your student will log in by going to https://www.zearn.org on any PC, laptop, chromebook, or tablet. They should use the most up-to-date browser available on the device they're using so that they can see the images in each Zearn Math problem!

Username: ________________________________
Password: ________________________________
Optional: Login using Clever ______ or Google _____

Completing Digital Lessons

Your student should aim to complete ______ digital lessons each week. To complete a digital lesson, students will need access to their device, as well as paper and pencil to work through student notes. Digital Lessons take about 30 minutes and include four components: Number Gym, Lesson-aligned Fluency work, Guided Practice, and the Tower of Power. The lesson is completed once the student has finished the Tower of Power. Zearn’s website has a 15-minute recorded webinar designed for parents, caregivers, and families that provides an overview of digital lessons, how to log in, tips for supporting your student, and answers to frequently asked questions.

Tips for working through Digital Lessons

The way Zearn works is dynamic; as your student progresses through a lesson, the program responds and adapts to their needs in real time. If they are working through a challenging problem, remind them to keep trying! As long as students answer the questions, the lesson will provide real-time help and break down the problem into smaller pieces until they are able to complete the lesson.

Getting Help

If your student is running into any technical issues while they're using Zearn, take a picture and send it to support@zearn.org. They’ll be able to help you troubleshoot! You can also visit the Zearn Help Center for answers to Frequently Asked Questions.